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Plume, 2010. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+ Customer
Service! Summary: "The Magicians is to Harry Potter as a shot of Irish whiskey is to a glass of weak
tea. Solidly rooted in the traditions of both fantasy and mainstream literary fiction, the novel tips its
hat to Oz and Narnia as well to Harry, but don't mistake this for a children''s book. Grossman's
sensibilities are thoroughly adult, his narrative dark and dangerous and full of twists. Hogwart's
was never like this." -George R. R. Martin, bestselling author of A Game of Thrones "The Magicians
ought to be required reading for anyone who has ever fallen in love with a fantasy series, or wished
that they went to a school for wizards. Lev Grossman has written a terrific, at times almost painfully
perceptive novel of the fantastic that brings to mind both Jay McInerney and J. K. Rowling." -Kelly
Link, author of Magic for Beginners and Stranger Things Happen "Anyone who grew up reading
about magical wardrobes and unicorns and talking trees before graduating to Less Than Zero and
The Secret History and Bright Lights, Big City will immediately feel right at home with this...
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ReviewsReviews

It becomes an remarkable publication that I have possibly go through. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am just
delighted to inform you that this is basically the best ebook we have study inside my individual existence and can be he greatest book for actually.
-- Dr . Tor r ey O sinski DV M-- Dr . Tor r ey O sinski DV M

This written ebook is fantastic. It is probably the most incredible ebook we have read. Its been written in an extremely basic way in fact it is just following i
finished reading this publication where basically modified me, affect the way i think.
-- Howell Reichel-- Howell Reichel
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